
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Installation of the Anexe Pro 1 onto the van roof (Using optional 2 Bar 4 x brackets via roof rack fixation points) 
 

The Anexe Pro 1 can be mounted to your van with a set of 2 cross bars and 4 brackets to the roof rack fixing points on your van. The 

cassette has its own fixing brackets that need to be mounted to the supplied bars. The awning cassette sits across the 2 bars once 

they are mounted on the roof. 

For older vans the fixing points  may be in the form of a gutter running along the side of the van. If so 4 x gutter clamps are 

provided to attach the bars. For modern vans usually there are tapped threaded hole inserts in the roof that determine the position 

of a roof rack fixation point.  These are usually capped off with plastic plugs when not in use. 

1, Check you have the correct length bars for your van and these are supplied in either 1500m, 1650mm or 1750mm. There is a LH 

and a RH bar as you face the van. Lay a sheet on the roof to protect the paint and lie the bar across the roof to check the length.  

2, Remove the bar from the van and back onto the ground or a bench to assemble the 4x steel roof brackets onto the square cross 

bars with the saddle bracket or “U Bolt” around the bar. Each bar has a bracket at each end (2 per bar). At this stage do not tighten 

these brackets fully so that they still slip along the bar. Tighten these bolts  once the bars are in place. 

3, Whilst  the bars are still off the van assemble the 2 awning aluminium flat fixing brackets onto the welded bar plate. These holes 

in the flat fixing brackets correspond with the holes in the bar plate. Pass the M10 bolts through the brackets and the bar plate 

using a washer either side and use the Nylock nuts provided and tighten. 

4, Ensure if your van has tapped threaded holes to remove the plastic blank off caps for the front and rear set only. Lift the front 

bar up onto the roof  with the roof brackets facing downwards and the large plate upwards. Slide the bracket along the bar as 

necessary to align the brackets at the correct width for your van fixing point or gutter position whichever is appropriate to your 

model van. Pass the fixing bolts through the bracket holes into the tapped thread in the van roof or connect the clamp to the 

fixation point or gutter. There is a rubber gasket on the underneath of the bracket  to cushion and seal the holes between the 

bracket and the roof. Tighten accordingly but be careful not to over tighten these to avoid stripping threads or snapping the bolts. 

5, With one person at each end lift the awning onto the bracket so that both bracket lugs properly locate in the cassette.  

Important! Under the awning you will see the slider blocks with alan key grub bolts. Slide these along onto the bracket and tighten 

these well. The slider blocks retain the awning cassette to the brackets and in the event of emergency stop or high speed bump 

secure the awning to the bracket.  

6, Refer to Operating Instructions for use and attaching sides. 

 

 


